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ABSTRACT
Spherically symmetric equal mass star clusters containing a large amount of primor-
dial binaries are studied using a hybrid method, consisting of a gas dynamical model
for single stars and a Monte Carlo treatment for relaxation of binaries and the setup
of close resonant and fly-by encounters of single stars with binaries and binaries with
each other (three- and four-body encounters). What differs from our previous work is
that each encounter is being integrated using a highly accurate direct few-body inte-
grator which uses regularized variables. Hence we can study the systematic evolution
of individual binary orbital parameters (eccentricity, semi-major axis) and differential
and total cross sections for hardening, dissolution or merging of binaries (minimum
distance) from a sampling of several ten thousands of scattering events as they occur
in real cluster evolution including mass segregation of binaries, gravothermal collapse
and reexpansion, binary burning phase and ultimately gravothermal oscillations. For
the first time we are able to present empirical cross sections for eccentricity variation
of binaries in close three- and four-body encounters. It is found that a large fraction of
three-body and four-body encounters results in merging. Eccentricities are generally
increased in strong three- and four-body encounters and there is a characteristic scaling
law ∝ exp(4efin) of the differential cross section for eccentricity changes, where efin is
the final eccentricity of the binary, or harder binary for four-body encounters. Despite
of these findings the overall eccentricity distribution remains thermal for all binding
energies of binaries, which is understood from the dominant influence of resonant en-
counters. Previous cross sections obtained by Spitzer and Gao for strong encounters
can be reproduced, while for weak encounters non-standard processes like formation
of hierarchical triples occur.
Key words: methods: numerical – stellar dynamics – star clusters – binaries: general
– galaxies: star clusters.
1 INTRODUCTION
Dynamical modelling of globular clusters and other colli-
sional stellar systems (like galactic nuclei, rich open clusters,
and rich galaxy clusters) still poses a considerable challenge
for both theory and computational requirements (in hard-
ware and software). On the theoretical side the validity of
certain assumptions used in statistical modelling based on
the Fokker-Planck (henceforth FP) and other approxima-
tions is still poorly known. Stochastic noise in a discrete N-
body system and the impossibility to directly model realistic
particle numbers with the presently available hardware, are
a considerable challenge for the computational side.
A large amount of individual pairwise forces between
particles needs to be explicitly calculated to properly fol-
low relaxation effects based on the cumulative effects of
small angle gravitative encounters. Therefore modelling of
globular star clusters over their entire lifetime requires a
star-by-star simulation approach, which is highly accurate
in following stellar two- and many-body encounters. Dis-
tant two–body encounters, the backbone of quasi-stationary
relaxation processes, have to be treated properly by the in-
tegration method directly, while close encounters, in order
to avoid truncation errors and downgrading of the overall
performance, are treated in relative and specially regular-
ized coordinates (Kustaanheimo & Stiefel 1965, Mikkola &
Aarseth 1996, 1998), their centres of masses being used in
the main integrator. The factual world standard of such
codes has been set by Aarseth and his codes NBODYn-codes
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(0 ≤ n ≤ 7, see Aarseth 1985, 1994, 1999a,b, 2003). Recently
another integrator Kira aimed at high-precision has been
used (McMillan & Hut 1996, Portegies Zwart et al. 1998,
Takahashi & Portegies Zwart 1998, 2000). It uses a hierar-
chical binary tree to handle compact subsystems instead of
regularization.
Unfortunately, the direct simulation of most dense stel-
lar systems with star-by-star modelling is not yet possible,
although recent years have seen a significant progress in both
hardware and software. First, parallel (even massively par-
allel) computing has opened a route to gain performance at
a relatively low cost and little technological advancement,
such as in the case of the CRAY T3E supercomputers as
well as for so-called Beowulf parallel PC clusters, both being
not far from each other in performance. The fastest super-
computer available in the German computing centres is a
Hitachi SR8000 with 2 Tflop peak speed. On the other hand
side the already successful GRAPE special purpose comput-
ers (Sugimoto et al. 1990, Makino et al. 1997, Makino & Taiji
1998, Makino 2002, Makino & Hut 2003) have been devel-
oped in their present generation (GRAPE-6) and aim at the
100 Tflops speed. The price to pay for the latter is small in
money (per Tflop) but may be high otherwise because they
are only suitable for special problems and algorithms. As a
general rule one could say that every complexity different
from standard force calculations in an N-body system (such
as coupling to gas dynamics, many hard binaries) is a po-
tential threat for the performance of GRAPE. Also, clever
algorithms such as Ahmad-Cohen neighbour schemes (Ah-
mad & Cohen 1973), which would normally provide much
higher efficiency cannot yet be used in a competitive way on
GRAPE. Therefore such codes have been in the past most
efficiently ported on massively parallel general purpose com-
puters (CRAY T3E and PC clusters); the prototype code
NBODY6++ based on a portable MPI implementation has
been described for the first time by Spurzem (1999) and
was used for astrophysical problems related to the dissolu-
tion of globular clusters (Baumgardt 2001, Baumgardt et al.
2002) and the decay of massive black hole binaries in galactic
nuclei after a merger (Milosavljevic & Merritt 2001, Hem-
sendorf, Sigurdsson & Spurzem 2002). It seems that the use
of reconfigurable hardware (Kuberka et al. 1999, Spurzem &
Kugel 1999, Hamada et al. 2000, Spurzem et al. 2002) helps
out to find an efficient way to use both GRAPE and parallel
sophisticated codes. Another approach to improve the per-
formance of direct N-body codes is the use of systolic and
hyper-systolic algorithms (Lippert et al. 1996, Lippert et al.
1998, Dorband, Hemsendorf, & Merritt 2002 Makino 2003).
Despite such progress in hardware and software even the
largest useful directN-body models for both globular cluster
and galactic nuclei evolution have still not yet reached the
realistic particle numbers (N ∼ 5×105 for globular clusters,
N ∼ 106 to 109 for galactic nuclei). However, recent work by
Baumgardt, Hut & Heggie (2002) and Baumgardt & Makino
(2002) has pushed the limits of present direct modelling for
the first time to some 105 using both NBODY6++ and the
GRAPE-6 special purpose hardware. There is a notable ex-
ception of a direct one-million body problem with a central
binary black hole tackled by Dorband, Hemsendorf Mer-
ritt (2001). Their code, however, being very innovative for
the large N force calculation, still lacks the fine ingredients
of treating close encounters between stars and black hole
particles from the standard N-body codes.
Bridging the gap between direct models and the most
interesting particle numbers in real systems is far from
straightforward, neither by scaling (Aarseth & Heggie 1998,
Baumgardt 2001), nor by theory. There are two main classes
of theory: (i) FP models, which are based on the direct nu-
merical solution of the orbit-averaged FP equation (Cohn
1980, Cohn, Hut & Wise 1989, Murphy, Cohn & Hut 1990,
Murphy, Cohn & Durisen 1991), and (ii) isotropic (Lynden-
Bell & Eggleton 1980, Heggie 1984, Bettwieser & Sugimoto
1984) and anisotropic gaseous models (Louis & Spurzem
1991, Spurzem 1994, 1996), which can be thought of as a
set of moment equations of the FP equation.
Detailed comparisons for equal mass isolated star clus-
ters have been performed (Giersz & Heggie 1994a,b, Giersz
& Spurzem 1994, Spurzem & Aarseth 1996, Spurzem 1996)
with direct N-body simulations using standard N-body
codes (Nbody5 , Aarseth 1985, Spurzem & Aarseth 1996;
Nbody2 , Makino & Aarseth 1992; Nbody4 , Makino
1996; Nbody6++ , Spurzem 1999). There have yet been
very few attempts to extend the quantitative comparisons
to more realistic star clusters containing different mass bins
or even a continuous mass spectrum (Spurzem & Takahashi
1995, Giersz & Heggie 1996).
On the side of the FP models there have been two major
recent developments. Takahashi (1995, 1996, 1997) has pub-
lished new FP models for spherically symmetric star clus-
ters, based on the numerical solution of the orbit-averaged
2D FP equation (solving the FP equation for the distri-
bution f = f(E, J2) as a function of energy and angular
momentum, on an (E, J2)-mesh). Drukier et al. (1999) have
published results from another 2D FP code based on the
original Cohn (1979) code. In such 2D FP models anisotropy,
i.e. the possible difference between radial and tangential ve-
locity dispersions in spherical clusters, is taken into account.
Although the late, self-similar stages of core collapse are not
affected very much by anisotropy (Louis & Spurzem 1991),
intermediate and outer zones of globular clusters, say out-
side roughly the Lagrangian radius containing 30% of the
total mass, do exhibit fair amounts of anisotropy, in theoret-
ical model simulations as well as according to parametrized
model fits (Lupton, Gunn & Griffin 1987). In contrast to
the anisotropic gaseous models the 2D FP models contain
less inherent model approximations; they do not assume
a certain form of the heat conductivity and closure rela-
tions between the third order moments as in the case of the
anisotropic gaseous model. Furthermore, the latter contains
a numerical constant λ (Spurzem 1996), which is of order
unity, but its numerical value has to be determined from
comparisons with proper FP or N-body models.
Secondly, another 2D FP model has been worked out
recently for the case of axisymmetric rotating star clusters
(Einsel & Spurzem 1999, Kim et al. 2002). Here, the distri-
bution function is assumed to be a function of energy E and
the z-component of angular momentum Jz only; a possible
dependence of the distribution function on a third integral is
neglected. As in the spherically symmetric case the neglec-
tion of an integral of motion is equivalent to the assump-
tion of isotropy, here between the velocity dispersions in the
meridional plane (r and z directions); anisotropy between
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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velocity dispersion in the meridional plane and that in the
equatorial plane (φ-direction), however, is included.
With the advent of a wealth of detailed data on globular
clusters, such as luminosity functions and derived mass func-
tions, color-magnitude diagrams, and population and kine-
matical analysis, obtained by e.g. the Hubble Space Tele-
scope, for extragalactic as well as Milky Way clusters (cf.
e.g. Piotto & Zocalli 1999, Rubenstein & Bailyn 1997, Ibata
et al. 1999, Piotto et al. 1999, Grillmair et al. 1999, Shara et
al. 1998, to mention only the few most recently appeared pa-
pers), easily reproducible reliable modelling becomes more
important than before. For that purpose a few more ingre-
dients are urgently required in the models in addition to
anisotropy and rotation: a mass spectrum, a tidal field, and
the influence of stellar evolution on the dynamical evolution
of the cluster.
In principle it appears easy to include all these in a di-
rect N-body simulation, but it turned out that considerable
effort is needed to improve the required physical knowledge
and numerical codes for that purpose (Hut & Makino 1999,
Makino et al. 1997, Aarseth 1999). A notable effort to focus
the experience of different groups here is the recent MOD-
EST initiative (Hut et al. 2002, Sills et al. 2003 and webpage
at http://www.manybody.org/modest.html). Since the life
span of globular clusters extends over many tens of thou-
sands of crossing times, taken at the half-mass radius, their
simulation requires a highly accurate direct N-body code.
Despite the enormous advances in hardware and software
the modelling of say 100.000 particles is still presently a
very challenging task and it is impossible to do large pa-
rameter surveys in this regime, even with NBODY6++ or
GRAPE-6. One has to rely on lower particle numbers and
prescriptions to scale the results to larger N (Aarseth &
Heggie 1998, Baumgardt 2001). So we still need the fast but
approximate theoretical models.
But there is an elegant alternative way to generate
models of star clusters, which can correctly reproduce the
stochastic features of real star clusters, but without really
integrating all orbits directly as in an N-body simulation.
These so-called Monte Carlo models were first presented by
He´non (1971, 1975), Spitzer (1975) and later improved by
Stodo´ lkiewicz (1982, 1985, 1986) and in further work by
Giersz (1996, 1998, 2001). The basic idea is to have pseudo-
particles, whose orbital parameters are given in a smooth,
self-consistent potential. However, their orbital motion is not
explicitly followed; to model interactions with other particles
like two-body relaxation by distant encounters or strong in-
teractions between binaries and field stars, a position of the
particle in its orbit and further free parameters of the indi-
vidual encounter are picked from an appropriate distribution
by using random numbers.
There are also Monte-Carlo models by Joshi, Rasio
& Portegies Zwart (2000), Watters, Joshi & Rasio (2000),
Joshi, Nave & Rasio (2001), Fregeau et al.(2003) for globu-
lar clusters and Freitag (2000), Freitag & Benz (2001, 2002)
for globular clusters and galactic nuclei. They rely on the
FP approximation and (hitherto) spherical symmetry, but
their data structure is very similar to a N-body model.
A hybrid method using a gas dynamical model for the
single stellar component, but a Monte Carlo technique for
the binaries has been proposed in Paper I (Spurzem & Giersz
1996) and it was shown in Paper II (Giersz & Spurzem
2000) that such models are in good agreement with N-body
and FP results where it should be expected, and that they
provide a huge amount of interesting, detailed informations
about binary evolution in a star cluster (globular cluster)
with a realistically large number of primordial binaries and
single stars (30k binaries in cluster with 270k single stars).
Another attempt to combine a direct FP model with Monte
Carlo to a hybrid scheme has been reported but not con-
tinued further yet (Huang & McMillan 2001). In this paper
we present results obtained from a further improvement of
our code which allows us to study in a much more realistic
way the evolution of binaries in star clusters by using direct
three- and four-body integration in regularized variables to
follow the close encounters.
It cannot be excluded that star formation in clusters
predominantly produces tight binaries rather than single
stars, and this is consistent with present day binary fractions
in the galactic field (Kroupa 1995). Globular cluster obser-
vations reveal present day binary fractions of about 15% or
more, depending on the position in the cluster (Rubenstein
& Baily 1997). Regarding the large dynamical age of (at
least in the Milky Way) globular clusters we must assume
that stars in them also form with a high fraction of binaries.
As was reported in more detail in Paper II the dynamical
modelling of large star clusters with many primordial (=ini-
tial) binaries, many of them hard (i.e. with binding energies
higher than the average thermal energy of stars in the clus-
ter, often denoted with kT ), is an even harder physical and
computational task as the standard N-body models. From
the viewpoint of realism and the aim to finally obtain models
comparable to real clusters the main improvement here, in
Paper III, is that for the first time we have detailed informa-
tion about all orbital elements of the binaries, in particular
their eccentricities.
While semi-major axis or binding energies of binaries
have been subject to intensive study since several decades,
much less is known about the systematic evolution of eccen-
tricities of binaries in cluster environments. In a pioneering
study Hills (1975a,b) simulated about 10.000 encounters be-
tween binaries and single stars (equal masses) and discussed
how binaries would interact with a star cluster environment.
He found that the eccentricity of initially circular binaries
after a strong encounters would approach the thermal mean
of 〈e〉 = 2/3 for slow encounters, and that moderately fast
encounters provide even larger eccentricities. With a few
thousand direct integrations of three-body scatterings Hut
& Paczyn´ski (1984) determined first cross sections for ec-
centricity change of binaries with circular orbits for wide en-
counters. Sigurdsson & Phinney (1993) performed stochastic
binary encounters in a static cluster background (again, only
encounters with circular binaries are considered) with much
better statistics and unequal masses. Their results are con-
sistent with the earlier work of Hills (1975a,b) regarding the
eccentricities, that distant fly-by encounters generate little
changes in eccentricities, while close and exchange encoun-
ters tend to generate on average a high thermal eccentricity
value of 〈e〉 = 2/3. McMillan et al. (1991) performed small
N-body simulations (100 binaries in a 1100 star model) and
for the first time approximately determined differential cross
sections for three- and four-body interactions in an evolv-
ing star cluster. They also, followed evolution of eccentric-
ity of interacting binaries. Their results are consistent with
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Heggie’s (1975) analytical predictions for differential cross
sections and with thermal eccentricity distributions.
To assess, however, the steady state distribution of ec-
centricities in a globular cluster we need to know the sta-
tistical variation of eccentricities in encounters with bina-
ries having initially all possible eccentricities (in fly-by and
exchange), and we need to know how the evolving cluster
background interacts with the binaries’ eccentricity distri-
bution. Such information is crucial to judge about the fre-
quency and dynamical importance of some very important
physical processes in clusters, such as the rate of mergers
(producing blue stragglers), the rate of X-ray binaries and
other exotic objects (binary pulsars, their decay rate due to
gravitational radiation, see e.g. Rasio & Heggie 1995), the
formation and evolution of products of close tidal interac-
tions. All these critically depend on the eccentricities of the
binaries involved in them. Unfortunately, to the knowledge
of the authors, there is nearly no systematic study of the
evolution of initially non-circular binaries with the remark-
able exception of Heggie (1975), McMillan et al. (1991) and
Heggie & Rasio (1996) and some unpublished work quoted
in the latter paper. Heggie & Rasio (1996) give cross sections
of eccentricity changes using an analytic approximation for
very distant encounters (tidal and slow) – what is most in-
teresting here for us is that they find for initially non-zero
eccentricity an equal cross section for positive and negative
changes of eccentricities. So, the earlier picture that due to
close encounters binaries tend to obtain a certain average ec-
centricity is complemented by wide encounters, which seem
to generate a picture of a diffusion process where negative
and positive changes of eccentricity are alike.
It is one of the aims of this paper to provide the missing
link between the two pictures and discuss the complete bi-
nary evolution, including their eccentricities, covering all ini-
tial values, fly-bys and exchanges, and incorporate this in an
evolving cluster background. The main challenge here, be-
sides the development of our stochastic Monte Carlo model
in general is to disentangle the wealth of data produced by a
model back into meaningful cross sections and expectations
for eccentricity evolution (for example).
In the following section we describe in some detail how
we initialize and perform the direct integrations for binary-
single and binary-binary encounters and how the outcome of
the encounters is used as an input for our stochastic Monte
Carlo of the evolving cluster. Sect. 3 describes some results,
and Sect. 4 gives discussion and conclusion.
2 BINARIES AND DIRECT THREE- AND
FOUR-BODY INTEGRATIONS
In Paper II we used statistical cross sections derived from
theory or from simplified numerical studies for the changes
in binding energy of a hard binary in a three- or four-body
encounter (Spitzer 1987, Gao et al. 1991). Here our aim is
to relax this rather severe limitation of our models, for two
main reasons. One is that such cross sections are poorly
known (if at all) for the most interesting case of systems
with unequal masses (spectrum of stellar masses). To pre-
pare the simulation of large stellar systems, including a large
number of primordial binaries and a mass spectrum, in our
stochastic Monte Carlo model in the next Paper IV we have
to implement and test the relevant procedures first in the
equal mass case, which is the subject of this paper. Even in
the equal mass case it is unknown how the eccentricity of
the binaries changes during close three-body and four-body
encounters, and how the differential and total cross sections
depend on the initial eccentricity of the binaries which re-
act with each other. Eccentricities of binaries play an im-
portant role for the minimum distance of two stars during
an encounter, which will be an important tool to study the
merging of stars in clusters due to close encounters.
Our present approach is as follows: different from Paper
II we use a completely unbiased prescription to determine
whether a binary-binary encounter is due in the sense that
the probability does not assume any prescribed form of the
total cross section. Rather, we obtain a maximum impact
parameter and use encounter timescales based on it (see de-
tails below). For three-body encounters we still use a total
cross section as in Paper II to determine whether an en-
counter takes place, since we check that our results correctly
reproduce the known cross sections of Spitzer (1987), so it
is less critical here to adopt a more general encounter prob-
ability. However, this works only for the equal mass case.
For the test runs (discussed in more details at the end of
section 2.1.1) we used the unbiased determinations of three-
and four-body encounter probabilities. In future simulations
for unequal mass systems we will only use the unbiased pre-
scription. If an individual close encounter of the three or four
bodies is due, we follow the trajectory using regularized co-
ordinates and precise N-body integration. After some time
the reaction products separate again and we measure the
outcome (single stars, binaries) and the internal and exter-
nal energies, plus eccentricities of the binaries. Also it is
possible to make some statements about the relative impor-
tance of the formation of hierarchical stable triples.
2.1 Direct integration of three- and four-body
interactions
2.1.1 Decision whether encounter takes place
At each time step of the gas model it is checked by a random
number check whether a close encounter is due between a
single star and a binary, or between two binaries. If a sin-
gle star is needed, its parameters in the cluster frame are
drawn from a Schwarzschild-Boltzmann velocity distribu-
tion, whose parameters (density, radial and tangential ve-
locity dispersion) at the location of the binary are given
by the gaseous model variables. For binaries which are sub-
ject to a possible encounter with other binaries the near-
est binary neighbour is chosen as an interaction partner
(Stodolkiewicz’s 1982,1986).
Whether a binary actually suffers from a close three-
or four-body encounter is determined randomly for each
timestep and binary. For three-body encounters a probabil-
ity based on the total cross section of Spitzer (1987) and the
local density of single stars is used as in Paper II, see above.
For four-body encounters a new unbiased procedure is used,
based on the determination of a reasonably large maximum
impact parameter pmax to cover all relevant encounters. For
the determination of pmax we follow the prescriptions out-
lined in papers of Hut & Bahcall (1983), Mikkola (1983,
1984a,b) and Bacon, Sigurdsson & Davies (1996), with a
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small modification described below. It means we use follow-
ing prescription
pmax = a(D + C/V ) (1)
where V = v/vc is a scaled relative velocity at infinity (using
a critical velocity vc, see below), a and e are the semi-major
axis and eccentricity of the binary involved in a three-body
encounter, or in the case of a four-body encounter the values
taken from the weaker binary. For three-body interactions
we use D = 0.6(1 + e), C = 4, a choice which represents an
empirical optimum, to include all relevant impact parame-
ters for changes of the binary parameters, but to cut off too
many very weak interactions which would not significantly
change the internal binary parameters (note that two-body
relaxation due to the cumulative effect of very many dis-
tant encounters between single stars and centres of masses
of binaries is taken properly into account, see Paper II). It is
clear, that interactions with very high relative velocity only
matter for the binary parameters if there is a relatively small
impact parameter, but on the other hand slow encounters in-
volving wide and/or eccentric binaries (large apocentre sep-
aration of the binary!) need much more caution to catch all
relevant encounters, i.e. larger pmax is necessary. These com-
peting effects are accommodated in the terms containing C
and D, respectively, above.
The critical velocity in the case of the three-body prob-
lem is given by
v2c =
m1 +m2 +m3
m3(m1 +m2)
·
(
Gm1m2
a
)
=
2G
µ3
Eb
µ3 =
m3(m1 +m2)
(m1 +m2 +m3)
. (2)
Here m1, m2 are the masses of the two members of the
binary,m3 is the mass of the incoming perturber, single star
in case of three-body encounters, Eb is the binding energy
of the binary, and µ3 is a reduced mass.
In the case of four-body encounters we use D = 0.6(1+
e1), C = 5, following Bacon, Sigurdsson & Davies (1996),
with the four-body critical velocity
v2c =
m1 +m2 +m3 +m4
(m1 +m2)(m3 +m4)
·
(
Gm1m2
a1
+
Gm3m4
a2
)
=
2G
µ4
(Eb1 + Eb2)
µ4 =
(m1 +m2)(m3 +m4)
(m1 +m2 +m3 +m4)
. (3)
Now m1, m2, a1, e1, Eb1 denote parameters of the weaker
binary in a four-body binary-binary encounter, m3, m4, a2,
e2, Eb2 and those of the harder binary, µ4 is a reduced mass.
From pmax we determine an encounter rate N˙ using the
simple prescription N˙ = nAvrel, where n, A = pip
2
max, vrel
are the local binary particle density, the geometrical cross
section of pmax, and the actual relative velocity of the two
individual binaries chosen for a close encounter. It is crucial
that the binary density is well-defined, smooth and steady,
otherwise spurious fluctuations will cause convergence prob-
lems in the gaseous model equations and other problems. We
finally determine the binary density by smoothing out each
binary over its accessible coordinate space (weighted with
the orbital factor dr/vr), and summing all binaries’ contri-
butions in each shell to obtain the local n. To determine, in
a given volume ∆V (radial shell of our gaseous model) and
time step of the simulation ∆t, whether an encounter takes
place we compare N˙∆t with a random number.
When setting up our simulation and testing the code it
turned out that one has to make some small modifications
of the above standard procedure for the purpose of com-
puting speed. With pmax as defined above we find that our
program integrates in a typical run, ranging over dozens of
half-mass relaxation times and thousands of binaries, (ini-
tially tens of thousands) several hundred thousands of weak
four-body encounters, which lead to very small changes in
the binary parameters. The computing time is dominated
by the quadruple integration in an unpracticable and unde-
sired way. Therefore we limited, in the case of binary-binary
encounters, the maximum impact parameter to pmax = 10a1
(semi-major axis of weaker binary). In several control runs,
we checked what is the influence of such a limitation on
the global dynamical evolution. Unfortunately there is no
simple conclusion from these experiments. While many fea-
tures of global evolution (order of first time of collapse, min-
imum and maximum density during later gravothermal os-
cillations) are similar, we get some different results in the
detailed binary evolution. Generally fewer hard binaries de-
velop, there is less activity caused by them, e.g. the number
of escapers (single and binary) drops by some 10 % if the
full pmax is used, as compared to our standard run, using the
limitation of pmax. However, using large pmax is not neces-
sarily the correct way to solve the problem, because at some
point weak encounters are identical to standard two-body
relaxation between two binaries and this is treated other-
wise - by our standard Monte Carlo procedure. In view of
these difficulties we decided to present here our results from
a standard run using the pmax limitation as described above,
while making the reader here aware of the underlying pos-
sible problems. The solution to the ”pmax” problem will be
a better termination criterion for three- and four-body en-
counters, which will limit the integration time for rare but
time consuming cases. Unfortunately, we have not yet found
any reliable termination criterion. It is worth to note, that
simulations up to the time equal to about a few hundred
initial relaxation times take about two weeks and about two
months with limited and unlimited pmax, respectively.
2.1.2 Setting up an encounter
After we have identified three or four bodies to interact,
given their masses and velocities at infinity in their centre of
mass frame, there is some sequence of steps until the actual
three- or four-body integration should start.
Firstly, using a random sampling of impact parameter
p assuming a constant distribution in dp2 = 2pipdp, with
0 < p < pmax we get the actual impact parameter to be used
for this encounter. Secondly, the detailed integration of each
encounter starts at some finite separation rx of the reac-
tion partners, where the perturbation of the weaker binary
becomes relevant. We determine rx by the condition that
the weaker binary experiences a force perturbation γ > γcrit
with γcrit = 10
−3, and allowing for some generous fudge
factors to make sure that under any orbital phase we still
have γ < γcrit initially. In case of three-body encounters we
use such a criterion analogously for the perturbation of the
binary by a single star. To be specific, we take
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 1. Model S, central escape speed as a function of time
(in N-body units).
rx = A · a(1 + e)
(
1 +
(
8mx
γcrit(m1 +m2)
)1/3)
(4)
where a, e are again semi-major axis and eccentricity of the
binary (three-body) or of the weaker binary (four-body),
and A = 10 (three-body) or A = 3.5 (four-body) are the be-
fore mentioned fudge factors. In case of four-body encoun-
ters mx = m3 + m4, whereas for a three-body encounter
mx = m3. Note, that we present such procedures here al-
ready using individual masses mi for all stars taking part
in the encounters, in order to prepare the ground for sub-
sequent work for multi-mass systems. All results presented
in this paper are obtained for systems where mi = const.
= 1/N in normalized variables.
After using energy and momentum conservation to
transform the encounter from infinity to rx we start the
actual three- or four-body integration at separation rx; first
all variables are transformed into a frame in which the cen-
tre of mass of the three-body (four-body) system is at rest.
Then regularized coordinates are obtained using Aarseth &
Zare (1974) for three-body and Mikkola (1983) for four-body
regularization. We use the integration packages TRIPLE
and QUAD for unperturbed three- and four-body integra-
tion, which were in their original version kindly supplied by
S.J. Aarseth with his NBODY6 program package. In both
packages the minimum distance between all interacting par-
ticles is correctly tracked, even if the steps in regularized
time do not exactly match with the pericentre of the mo-
tion of two bodies. Secondly termination is checked primarily
against a maximum separation of the outermost body; for
this parameter we choose here 1.2rx, where rx is the initial
separation at the setup of the encounter as defined above.
In some rare cases where the state of the remaining three
bodies is not well defined we continue the integration until
the next largest distance also reaches 1.2rx or a well defined
end-state is reached (bound triple). If a bound quadruple is
formed (three-body encounters: bound triple) we also termi-
nate the integration.
If TRIPLE and QUAD terminate with the above dis-
tance criterion we check the resulting new configuration after
Figure 2. Model S, distribution of binding energies as a function
of time (in N-body units) for all bound binaries. The unit of
energy is 2kT , i.e. one and a half times the initial mean kinetic
energy of the single stars. Each line gives the fraction of these
binaries with binding energy smaller than the stated value.
Figure 3. Models S, D, E and SS; core radius as a function of
time (in N-body units).
the encounter. We adopt the following channels for the out-
come of the reaction in the case of three-body encounters:
• 1 hardening: the remaining two stars are gravitationally
bound with well defined semi-major axis and eccentricity.
The third star carries away surplus kinetic energy; this is
the typical case of superelastic scattering which heats the
stellar system.
• 2 softening: the binary loses binding energy at the ex-
pense of the single star. This and the following two cases are
rare, and occur predominantly for weak binaries.
• 3 three bound: a bound three-body subsystem is formed.
For practical reasons we define a threshold of 0.1kT ; only if
the three-body system in total is bound with more than that
value, it is considered bound.
• 4 dissolution: the kinetic energy of the incoming star
was large enough to disrupt the binary, at the end there are
three single stars absorbed into the single star component.
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Figure 4. Evolution of the core and half-mass radii (scaled by
the scale length of the Plummer model) as a function of time
(scaled by the initial half-mass relaxation time).
While cases 1,2,4 can be treated appropriately in all
changes of their physical quantities (mass, internal and ex-
ternal energies of all reaction partners and products are
properly balanced from and to single and binary components
of our system), case 3 cannot yet be correctly treated. In fu-
ture work we will also keep track of bound triples, which then
would be subject to further interactions, requiring eventu-
ally direct N-body integration with more than four bodies,
e.g. by using the CHAIN method (Mikkola & Aarseth 1996,
1998). At present we just terminate the triple and convert it
back into a binary (obtained from its two most bound stars)
and a single star. The binary binding energy is reduced by
the corresponding amount to lift the escaping star to zero
energy. While this procedure is artificial for this particular
triple it ensures that there is no energetic error generated.
The fraction of such events is very small.
For four-body encounters we employ these criteria to
judge about their outcome and reaction products:
• 1 stable: two binaries are well defined and bound after
the encounter. They part from each other after the encounter
with changed orbital parameters. The most probable case is
that the harder binary becomes harder, and in about one
third of the encounters an exchange takes place.
• 2 dissociation: one binary is dissolved, mostly it is the
weaker binary. It is not excluded, however, especially if both
binaries have similar binding energies, that only the harder
binary is dissolved.
• 3 hierarchical: one star escapes, and a hierarchical triple
remains; here we check whether it fulfills the stability crite-
rion of Mardling & Aarseth (2001). If not, the integration
is continued for some time, until the third star has also es-
caped from a remaining binary. In very rare cases we have
to terminate an encounter, because after long integration
time neither a hierarchical and stable triple nor a binary
will reach the escape criterion. It is interesting to note here
that stable three-body orbits exist, which are not hierarchi-
cal (Heggie 2000); in this work, however, we did not check in
detail the outcome of such situations, which should be done
Figure 5. Ratio of central densities in binaries and singles as a
function of time (scaled by the initial half-mass relaxation time).
Arrows indicate the times for snapshot plots of 2D distributions
of binaries bound to the system (see Fig. 6).
in the future in a framework of treatment of triples in our
hybrid scheme.
• 4 four bound: all four stars form a bound subsystem.
In the framework of our model we treat properly cases
1 and 2, as the most frequent ones. Cases 3 and 4 are usu-
ally decomposed into a binary and single stars forcibly, with
an analogous procedure as described above for three-body
encounters in order to guarantee correct energetics. In the
future we will be able to deal with hierarchical triples in our
stochastic Monte Carlo model.
Each full star cluster run stores a data bank of all rel-
evant information for each encounter that occurred during
the run. A typical amount of data comprises some 20k four-
body interactions and 40k three-body interactions. To test
our limitation of pmax = 10a1 (see last paragraph of Sect.
2.1.1) we did two models where we allowed for all three-
and four-body encounters to be directly integrated within
pmax as deffined in eq. (1), no matter how weak they are.
Each run comprised of about 70k and 500k integrated three-
and four-body encounters, without significant differences to
the standard one (except a better coverage of weak fly-bys,
which could be seen by an increase of the cross sections for
very small changes).
Since we are interested in the statistics of binary evo-
lution in the framework of real cluster evolution, we do not
use the strategy to sample individual three- or four-body en-
counters in artificial settings. Rather, we simulate how real
binaries suffer from encounters in an evolving cluster, but
process the data of all binary scatterings afterwards in a
very similar way as compared to Hut & Bahcall (1983) and
Bacon, Sigurdsson & Davies (1996). By postprocessing of
the data bank we can also look at certain cross sections, e.g.
for having a minimum distance smaller than a solar radius
in order to check for possible mergers. Mergers are not pro-
cessed in our model, we continue to treat all stars as point-
mass objects. Looking at the fraction of events which would
lead to mergers gives us nevertheless some good indication
of the expected rates of them.
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For the determination of total and differential cross sec-
tions we count all events, and sort them into the different
categories, using the analogous normalizations as in the cited
papers.
3 RESULTS
3.1 Heggie’s Runs, Testing
First we repeat a number of models simulated by Heggie
& Aarseth (1992), which we call Heggie’s runs. They pub-
lished results of full direct N-body simulations of 2500 par-
ticles with initial binary numbers of 75 (models S, SS) or
150 (models D,E), and initial binding energy ranging from
2 to 20 kT (models S,D), 2 to 200 kT (model E), and 2 to
2000 kT (model SS). These models have been carefully ex-
amined again in our Paper II using analytical cross sections
of binary encounters, and again we have, with our more de-
tailed binary modelling, repeated the series now. Generally
all results agree fairly well, with Paper II as well as with
the original Heggie & Aarseth (1992) paper. While we do
not want to show all results here in detail, a few interesting
improvements could be noticed.
Fig. 1 shows the central escape speed as a function of
time in model S. Its maximum value is higher than in Paper
II, and the time of the maximum is later. Both features make
it more similar to theN-body results. Another difference can
be seen in Fig. 2 for model S, where there is a much smaller
number of hard binaries (line representing 64 kT ) in late
times as compared to Paper II. This is due to the much more
efficient disruption of binaries in the initial phase by four-
body encounters. Fig. 3, showing the core radii of the whole
system also shows a much smaller core radius now for model
D (150 binaries) than before in Paper II, again because of
less heating provided by the binaries. All features discussed
in this paragraph make the results of our simulations more
similar to Heggie & Aarseth (1992).
3.2 Gao’s Runs
Second, we follow our main task, to model a large star clus-
ter with many primordial binaries. In order to compare with
the previous results of Paper II and Gao et al. (1991) we use
exactly the same initial conditions, i.e. a cluster of 270.000
single stars and 30.000 binaries, both distributed in a Plum-
mer’s model density distribution with constant density ratio
between binaries and single stars (for more details see the
cited papers).
All binaries are set up initially with a so-called thermal
eccentricity distribution, where orbital eccentricities are ho-
mogeneously distributed as a function of e2. Binding ener-
gies are distributed logarithmically homogeneous between 3
and 400 kT , and binaries and single star densities are ini-
tially obtained from a Plummer model. This is analogous to
Paper II, except for the eccentricities, which did not matter
there.
One of the main differences from Paper II is that there
is no quasi-steady binary burning phase before core collapse
anymore (compare Figs. 4 and 5 as compared with Figs. 19
and 21 of Paper II, respectively). Such a quasi-steady state,
as it was also seen by Gao et al. (1991), is not seen anymore
here, because binary-binary interactions have many more
degrees of freedom here. While in Paper II and in Gao et
al. (1991) the only assumed outcome of a binary-binary en-
counter is the hardening of the hard binary and destruction
of the weaker binary, here encounters between moderately
hard binaries can yield different and non-standard results.
Both binaries can survive an encounter if their interaction
is not too strong, for example. We observe that the total
amount of internal energy in binaries and the total number
of escapers is significantly smaller as compared to Paper II
(see Figs. 7 and 9), while at the same time we have more
binaries remaining in the system, partly in the outer zones.
In this work binaries are not as much centrally concentrated
(see Fig. 8) as compared to Paper II (see there Fig. 26).
What is not plotted here is that (again compared to Paper
II) there is a much larger number of binaries surviving in
the outermost parts of the cluster. We expect that most of
these binaries, however, will be lost from the cluster if there
is a tidal field from the mother galaxy taken into account,
which is a subject of our ongoing work. In conclusion, we
think that any difference in the results of Paper II and this
work can be ascribed to a smaller rate of binary destruction
by four-body encounters here.
Now we turn to the discussion of the detailed eccen-
tricity evolution of our binaries, for which there is no coun-
terpart in Paper II. Fig. 6 shows, that during the entire
evolution the binary density is constant as a function of e2,
the squared eccentricity. This is consistent with the older
predictions by Hills (1975a,b), McMillan et al. (1991) and
Sigurdsson & Phinney (1993) that the eccentricity distribu-
tion in a large number of encounters remains thermal, with
an average of 〈e〉 = 2/3. However as a note to take care
in interpreting our Fig. 6, which was obtained from a pure
point mass model, in a real star cluster including stellar and
binary evolution, the nice thermal eccentricity distribution
will not prevail, even on short time scales. Looking for ex-
ample in Kroupa (1995), Fig. 2, top panel, one can see that
in pre-main sequence evolution high eccentricities of bina-
ries are wiped out by what the author calls eigenevolution.
For orientation, a circular binary with semi-major axis of 1
astronomical unit (logP ≈ 2.56 in Kroupa’s figure) would
correspond roughly to a 10 kT binary in our models. In
other words, in a cluster involving stellar evolution binaries
with 10 kT and eccentricity e > 0.6 would be subject to
strong eigenevolution and may thus disturb the thermal ec-
centricity distribution. It is worth to note that binaries with
binding energy equal to about 400 kT have semi-major axis
roughly equal to the solar radius (in units used in our simu-
lations), so they will be subject to merge before interacting
with other stars.
Figs. 6 show in six panels the evolution of our initially
30.000 binaries in binding energy – eccentricity space. They
all start equally distributed in a logarithmic scale of Eb and
e2. While as expected more and more binaries are disrupted
an interesting result is that there is no tendency to accu-
mulate anywhere in eccentricity–energy space. We always
have binaries of any eccentricity, with no obvious eccentric-
ity binding energy correlation, even in the late phases of the
evolution. This is very different from the radius energy re-
lationship, which was plotted in Paper II in a similar way,
where there was a correlation in the sense that the core
does not have weak binaries, because they are destroyed.
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Figure 6. Snapshot plots of 2D projection of the individual data of each binary (being represented by a cross) onto the energy-
eccentricity squared plane. Binary binding energy is expressed in initial kT . Each plot represents different time in units of the initial
half-mass relaxation time; top left 0, top right 85.39, middle left 11.41, middle right 249.54, bottom left 19.44, bottom right 491.31. The
selection of times is the same as indicated by the arrow in Fig. 5.
The stationary thermal eccentricity distribution of binaries
is consistent with the previous scattering studies of Hills
(1975a,b), McMillan et al. (1991) and Sigurdsson & Phinney
(1993), but here for the first time confirmed in combination
with an evolving binary population in a strongly evolving
cluster.
Following every encounter in detail using our numeri-
cal integration scheme gives us the possibility to check for
closest encounter distances and possible mergers. Different
from any other result discussed in this paper we have to
fix the physical scales if we want to give meaningful results
for minimum encounter distances in units of stellar or solar
radii. For the scaling here we have assumed that the scal-
ing radius of our initial Plummer model is 1.0 pc and that
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Figure 7. Energy balance as a function of time. Total internal
energy of the binaries remaining bound in the system (Eb
int
), to-
tal internal energy of those binaries which escaped (Ee
int
), total
external (i.e. potential plus translational) energy of all objects
(singles and binaries) remaining bound in the system (Ebext) and
escaping (Eeext).
Figure 8. Evolution of Lagrangian radii containing 50% and 5%
of the mass of single stars and 50% and 20% of the mass of binaries
as a function of time (scaled by the initial half-mass relaxation
time).
fixes everything in combination with the assumption that
one particle (one star) has one solar mass. With our to-
tal mass of 330.000 solar masses this results in rather large
central densities for our initial model, comparable only to
the most concentrated globular or massive clusters near the
galactic centre. Therefore the discussion of “merging” in any
of the following figures should be seen as exemplary, since
the rate of merging depends on the assumed scaling in the
physical units. Any other quantities though, like the rela-
tive distribution of minimum encounter distances in scaled
N-body units or scaling behaviour of cross sections is inde-
pendent of the selected physical units. One should also bear
in mind, that we do not merge any objects in our dynam-
ical model, so it is possible that a very tight binary causes
Figure 9. Number of escaping single stars, binaries and the total
number of escapers as a function of time (scaled by the initial
half-mass relaxation time).
a “merger” event in our simulations and it is counted as a
merger several times (see Fig. 10 and 11). In a subsequent
stage of this work merging will be included.
In Figs. 10 and 11 we show for each individual three-
or four-body interaction, whether the minimum distance oc-
curring during the interaction is larger than one solar radius
(greater than unity) or vice versa. In the late stages the sig-
nature of density maxima in gravothermal oscillations can
be seen, and in the beginning there is a lot of events of
all kinds due to the large number of binaries present. We
prefer to show this rather primitive plots nevertheless, be-
cause even on that level one can easily by eye estimate that
one half of all three-body encounters, and some three quar-
ters of all four-body encounters would probably lead to a
merger if the stars would have solar mass and radius (but
keep in mind discussion in the previous paragraphs about
scaling simulations units to the physical units). In the late
evolutionary phase with gravothermal oscillations nearly all
four-body encounters lead to a merger of solar-type stars.
In Figs. 12 and 13 we show how the initial eccentricities
of the binary (the harder binary in case of four-body encoun-
ters) influence the probability of a close encounter distance,
again using the minimum distance scaled to solar values. We
show four curves; the one labelled 0.0 < e < 1.0 gives the
cumulative cross section for all encounters. The three other
curves show the same cross section for initially more circular
orbits (e < 0.3), highly eccentric (e > 0.7) and moderately
eccentric (0.3 ≤ e ≤ 0.7) orbits. The cross section for merg-
ing is nearly one order of magnitude larger for encounters
which involve highly eccentric binaries as compared to those
where there are only less eccentric or circular binaries. While
this is relevant for stars with solar radii, it can be seen that
if we look for much smaller minimum encounter distances,
as they would correspond e.g. to white dwarf or neutron
star mergers, that for those the merger cross sections are to-
tally dominated by mergers obtained from highly eccentric
binaries. In other words any merger of white dwarfs, neu-
tron stars or other compact objects is highly likely to have
originated from a very eccentric binary (not that surprising
indeed).
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Figure 10. Minimum distance during binary-single interaction
(in solar unit) as a function of time (scaled by the initial half-
mass relaxation time).
Figure 11. Minimum distance during binary-binary interaction
(in solar unit) as a function of time (scaled by the initial half-mass
relaxation time).
One can also see in Figs. 12 and 13 that the cumulative
cross section σ scales approximately with d for three-body
and with
√
d for four-body encounters, where d is the scaled
minimum encounter distance as in the figures. Hut & Inagaki
(1985) discuss that a linear scaling is obtained for very small
d by pure geometrical approach plus gravitational focusing,
while the flattening of σ for larger d occurs due to the impor-
tance of resonant encounters, and they derive an empirical
law of σ ∝ d0.4, which is in fair agreement with our findings.
Our results tell us in connection with the discussion in Hut
& Inagaki (1985) that most of our four-body encounters are
indeed resonant, while the three-body encounters include
many non-resonant encounters. This is a consequence that
we limit pmax to 10a1 in the case of four-body encounters as
discussed above.
In Figs. 14 and 15 we show, in the standard way, em-
pirical normalized differential cross sections as a function of
∆ = (E′b − Eb)/Eb, the normalized energy change of the
Figure 12. The cumulative cross section for pairwise close ap-
proach during binary-single interactions. The separation is scaled
to the solar radius. The cross section is normalized to the geomet-
rical cross section of the binary and corrected for gravitational
focussing. The normalization factor is properly averaged over all
interactions (see for details in the text.
Figure 13. The cumulative cross section for pairwise close ap-
proach during binary-binary interactions. The separation is scaled
to the solar radius. The cross section is normalized to the geomet-
rical cross section of the binaries and corrected for gravitational
focussing. The normalization factor is properly averaged over all
interactions (see for details in the text.)
harder binary (E′b, Eb binding energies after and before the
encounter of the binary; in case of dissolution or fully bound
configurations we use E′b = 0). The normalization is done
here over pia2, where a is the average semi-major axis of all
binaries involved in the encounters. For three-body encoun-
ters (Fig. 14) we find a fairly good agreement of the nearly
entire differential cross section with Spitzer’s expression
v2
v2c
dσ
d∆
=
13.86
∆1/2(1 + ∆)4
(5)
which is plotted into the figure for comparison. For hard
encounters there is also little difference to Heggie’s cross
section ∝ (1 + ∆)−4.5. Notably, however, for very small en-
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Figure 14. Differential cross sections for relative binding energy
changes (∆) as a function of absolute value of ∆, for binary sin-
gle star interactions. The differential cross section is normalized
to the geometrical cross section of the binary and corrected for
gravitational focussing. The normalization factor is properly av-
eraged over all interactions (see text for details). The continuous
line indicates the Spitzer’s analytical estimate, the dashed line
is for Heggie’s estimate. The following symbols are for: mergers
- star, no mergers - open square, 3-body bound - filled square,
total - open circle, hardening - filled circle and dissolution - open
triangle.
ergy changes, our empirical cross sections are different from
Spitzer’s expectation. It is not surprising that such differ-
ences occur here, because in our real cluster model there
is only a limited coverage of phase space for all encounters
with small energy changes (large impact parameters), differ-
ent from artificial series of three-body experiments. In our
real cluster time and pmax are limited, so we have a smaller
number of events here then in a theoretical simulation exper-
iment of three- and four-body encounters. While this could
be seen as an error from a standpoint of strict theoretical
determination of cross sections we stress that it is our in-
terest to derive statistical expectations to what happens to
binaries in real clusters, which is truly reflected in our mod-
els. In order to avoid too many plots we have depicted in
the plots multiple representations of the same data. The
entire cross section includes all events (note that we have
used “total” in the plot as a label for that, which is still
a differential cross section, but including all possible reac-
tion outcomes). Our cross sections are then subdivided in
two different ways: first differentiating between merging and
non-merging events (here for one solar radius as minimum
distance), second differentiating between physical end states
such as three bound, hardening and dissolution (in case of
four-body encounters: stable hierarchical triple).
First discussing three-body cross sections in Fig. 14 we
see that three bound and dissolution have a very small prob-
abilities, the latter occurs preferentially in strong encounters
(high energy change of binary), while the second has only a
chance for small (negative) energy changes. Only for small
∆ there is some gap between the entire and hardening cross
sections, at larger ∆ the difference between the two is statis-
tically insignificant. Hence, most strong three-body encoun-
ters result in a hardening, except at small energy changes, a
Figure 15. Differential cross sections for relative binding energy
changes (∆) as a function of absolute value of ∆, for binary bi-
nary interactions. The differential cross section is normalized to
the geometrical cross section of the binary and corrected for grav-
itational focussing. The normalization factor is properly averaged
over all interactions (see text for details). The continuous line in-
dicates the Spitzer’s analytical estimate, the dashed line is for
Gao’s estimate. The following symbols are for: stable - star, dis-
solution - open square, 4-body bound - filled square, total - open
circle, no merge - filled circle and hierarchical - open triangle.
well-known result which demonstrates the reliability of our
methods. Since dissolution plays no significant role statisti-
cally (by a margin of more than two orders of magnitude in
the measured cross section at small ∆), most non-hardening
events are softening (not plotted separately). The case three
bound can only occur at negative ∆, so it cannot compete
with the three other cases at the same ∆. We have plotted
it nevertheless in the same figure (using the absolute value
of ∆).
Merging occurs at high ∆ (strong hardening events)
with higher probability than at low ∆, but for all ∆ the
difference in cross section is less than an order of magni-
tude. This already demonstrates that there must be another
factor determining close approach, which is the initial eccen-
tricity of binaries in encounters, as was seen above for the
total cross sections as a function of minimum distance, for
different initial eccentricities (Figs. 12 and 13).
In the case of differential cross sections for four-body
encounters there is little analytical work to compare with.
Our three- and four-body cross sections can be compared
with the pioneering work of McMillan et al. (1991) for small
Nbody simulations (see Figs. 13-16 there). We also use Gao’s
analytical cross section (Gao et al. 1991) in Fig. 15 for com-
parison. It assumes that each four-body encounter results
in a dissolution of the weaker binary, and a hardening of
the hard binary by some fraction of the sum of the initial
binding energies. For strong encounters, where dissociation
dominates the cross section, as seen in Fig. 15, Gao’s cross
section is not bad. For ∆ < 1 we have a competition be-
tween dissociation and stable end configurations (resulting
in two surviving binaries). At small energy changes forma-
tion of bound quadruples and stable hierarchical triples is
the most probable reaction channel. Since we do not yet fol-
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Figure 16. Differential cross sections for eccentricity changes
as a function of final eccentricity, for all binary-single interac-
tions. Curves labeled by A, B, C are for small initial eccentrici-
ties, medium initial eccentricities and large initial eccentricities,
respectively. Line labeled by D is the exponential fitting done by
eye.
Figure 17. Differential cross sections for eccentricity changes as
a function of final eccentricity, for binary-single interactions with
mergers. Curves labeled by A, B, C are for small initial eccentric-
ities, medium initial eccentricities and large initial eccentricities,
respectively. Line labeled by D is the exponential fitting done by
eye.
low the evolution of the bound four-body systems we cannot
say anything definite about their future. But many of them
would possibly just be stripped off their fourth star and re-
sult in triples, where again there would be a considerable
number of stable triples.
Finally we discuss a new kind of differential cross sec-
tions which could be obtained from our data as far as we
know for the first time. These are differential cross sections
for eccentricity changes as a function of the final eccentricity.
These results, shown in Fig. 16 for three-body encounters,
give the differential cross section for a certain final eccen-
tricity to occur. For initially nearly circular orbits (curves
labelled A, initial eccentricity einit < 0.1) we find that all
Figure 18. Differential cross sections for eccentricity changes
as a function of final eccentricity, for all binary-binary interac-
tions. Curves labeled by A, B, C are for small initial eccentrici-
ties, medium initial eccentricities and large initial eccentricities,
respectively. Line labeled by D is the exponential fitting done by
eye.
Figure 19. Differential cross sections for eccentricity changes
as a function of final eccentricity, for binary-binary interactions
with exchange of stars. Curves labeled by A, B, C are for small
initial eccentricities, medium initial eccentricities and large initial
eccentricities, respectively. Line labeled by D is the exponential
fitting done by eye.
final eccentricities after a three-body encounter occur with
nearly equal probability. If there is already some initial ec-
centricity (see curves labelled B, for 0.1 < einit < 0.5 the
probability to reach any higher eccentricity is approximately
constant, while the chance to go back to a less eccentric orbit
decays exponentially. This is even more pronounced for ini-
tially highly eccentric binaries (einit > 0.9): here eccentricity
remains high, and there is an exponential law ∝ exp(4efin)
which could be fitted to describe the decreasing differential
cross section to reach smaller eccentricities.
Turning to four-body encounters the entire cross section
(labelled “total” in the figure) depicted in Fig. 18 shows at
first glance a different behaviour. It seems there is a ten-
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dency for most binaries to keep their initial eccentricity -
the differential cross section has a maximum at efin ≈ einit!
However, this is not really the case, rather we have a bimodal
distribution depending on whether we look at strong encoun-
ters or weak encounters. If we discriminate strong encoun-
ters by our merger or exchange criterions (minimum distance
smaller than solar radius or one of the binary component is
exchanged during the interaction), we see in Figs. 17 and 19
that for a strong encounter the initial eccentricity is “for-
gotten” in the sense that all differential cross sections have
a maximum at high final eccentricities and decay again with
the characteristic ∝ exp(4efin) law seen already in three-
body encounters. The maxima at efin ≈ einit seen in Figs. 16
and 18 could be ascribed totally to weak encounters (fly-bys)
in which there is no strong interaction and hence no strong
eccentricity change (compare Heggie & Rasio 1996). Such
fly-by feature in the eccentricity cross section is less pro-
nounced in the case of three-body encounters because we
do not extend pmax to large enough values (see discussion
above). For four-body encounters pmax depends on the semi-
major axis of the second binary which is usually much larger
than for the first one. So we can expect much more fly-by
interactions than in the three-body encounters.
4 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
We have performed a fully self-consistent numerical simula-
tion of a point-mass star cluster consisting of 270.000 single
stars and 30.000 hard binaries initially. All binaries have
thermal eccentricity distribution and a logarithmically con-
stant binding energy distribution at the beginning. All stars,
being member of a binary or not, have the same mass. The
cluster evolution of single stars and binaries is followed us-
ing the stochastic Monte Carlo model described in Spurzem
& Giersz (1996, Paper I) and Giersz & Spurzem (2000, Pa-
per II). Instead of using statistical cross sections to deter-
mine the outcome of close three- and four-body encoun-
ters (binary-single star and binary-binary scatterings) we
use here a direct regularized three- and four-body integra-
tion, using the methods of Aarseth & Zare (1974) for three
and Mikkola (1983) for four bodies (unperturbed motion).
The method is tested in comparison with N-body modelling
of star clusters with primordial binaries (Heggie & Aarseth
1992) and in comparison with Paper II. With the new de-
tailed integration of binary interactions we can follow many
different channels of these encounters, such as dissociation of
binaries, weakening (instead of only hardening or increase of
binding energy), formation of hierarchical triples and bound
three- and four-body systems. Since we know the orbital ele-
ments of all binaries we can discuss differential cross sections
not only regarding binary binding energy changes but also
eccentricity changes. Furthermore we are able to monitor
during encounters distances of closest approach and discuss
total cross sections for mergers to occur as a function of
minimum approach distances. No mergers are considered in
our models, we just continue point-mass integration. Thus,
our data only allows to predict some fraction of encounters
which would lead to mergers given a critical distance of clos-
est approach. Subsequent evolution of the merger remnants
as well as of the bound triple and quadruple configurations
is subject of future work. For the case of stable hierarchi-
cal triples according to the stability criterion of Mardling &
Aarseth (2001) we again discuss the differential cross sec-
tions leading to such configurations, but do not yet follow
the further evolution of triples in our model.
The main new feature of our improved model as com-
pared to Paper II which only used statistical cross sections is
that binaries dissolve much quicker in a sequence of encoun-
ters increasing their eccentricity and subsequent dissolution
by four-body encounters. The time of quasi-stationary bi-
nary burning is now very much shorter than before (about
50 trh) and gravothermal oscillations follow (Bettwieser &
Sugimoto 1984). We perform a detailed statistical analysis of
all encounters between binaries and binaries and single stars,
to determine total and differential cross sections. While this
is technically done in the standard way, see Hut & Bahcall
(1983), Mikkola (1983), Bacon, Sigurdsson & Davies (1996)
an important physical difference is that we model such en-
counters in the environment of a real star cluster evolution
with its limitations of phase space available for initial condi-
tions of encounters (limited time, limited maximum impact
parameter). As a consequence we find that most of our em-
pirical cross sections agree very well with the expected ana-
lytical ones of Spitzer (1987) for three-body and Gao et al.
(1991) for four-body encounters for strong encounters (large
binding energy changes). For weaker interactions we find a
much more differentiated result, which is important for the
overall dynamics (energetics) of our cluster.
Finally, we monitor the eccentricity of all binaries. In
all evolutionary stages a so-called thermal eccentricity dis-
tribution is maintained at all binary binding energies. Never-
theless we find that strong encounters (e.g. those leading to
merging and dissolution of binaries) are predominantly oc-
curring for initially very eccentric binaries. This seems to be
a contradiction (why are high eccentricities not depleted?),
but is explained by our newly defined and measured cross
sections for eccentricity changes. Close three- and four-body
encounters all have a high probability (maximum of differen-
tial cross section) to yield high eccentricities. Having reached
high eccentricity such binaries are particularly vulnerable to
strong encounters which lead to very small minimum dis-
tances, large energy changes, and consequently also lead to
disruptions. We find a new scaling law for the differential
cross section of eccentricity changes as a function of final
eccentricity which scales with an exponential ∝ exp(4efin).
This has no theoretical background yet and should be con-
sidered as purely empirical for the time being.
Having achieved one more significant step toward a full,
self-consistent dynamical modelling of rich star clusters with
all their binaries (and their internal degrees of freedom) we
are now planning the next step. By use of our detailed N-
body integration for close encounters we will be now able
to vary the masses of the stars (since the unknown cross
sections are not needed to determine the results), includ-
ing a mass spectrum. Furthermore, we can then apply some
recipes to merge stars if they overlap and increase their
masses correspondingly. Also hierarchical triples should be
followed in the future for their further internal evolution
and perturbations by subsequent encounters with stars and
binaries. This will open up paths to predict certain types
of merger remnants in star clusters, their distribution and
frequency in time and distance from the cluster centre, but
will also involve some rather sophisticated stellar physics
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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(see e.g. Hurley et al. 2001). Finally including an external
tidal field is important for proper cluster modelling.
We think that our way of modeling very large realistic
star clusters is promising as a counterpart (presumably the
only available) for the upcoming very large N-body sim-
ulations using recent generations of supercomputers (spe-
cial and general purpose). Even with a few hundred Ter-
aflops there will be no room for a large parameter survey in
such models, which could be done with our stochastic Monte
Carlo model.
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